HRSINGAPORE Community Message

Question - Mobile Phone Reimbursement - Update 1 (With Replies)

Our current practise on mobile reimbursement is employees who are authorised to use
personal/company mobile phone for business purposes may claim reimbursement
accordingly, with itemised mobile phone bill.
But lately, the reimbursement bill is very high and found very complex and tedious to identify
usage for business purposes. Hence, we plan to have a capping on mobile phone usage and
set as a policy.
Appreciate you can share what is your company practise on mobile phone benefits. Thank
you.
JK

REPLY 1
We face the same challenge so our practice is that the manager has the discretion and so
far, different tier signed for different employees (eg. Sales vs Customer Svc vs Finance
staff). Then, we have an independent department to vet the claims for consistency. There
were exception cases where managers only approved 20% of total claims or on an ad hor
basis too.
Hope this helps.
Nancy

REPLY 2
We capped it at S$200 per month.
EQ

REPLY 3
Our company mobile phone reimbursement capping as follow:

Managers: Max S$150 per month
Executive & Engineer: Max S$80 per month
Supervisors & Junior Staff: Max S$50 per month
We are from Japanese Contractor industry.
SS
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Compensation and Benefits Management Workshop (19th Run)
- 13 & 14 January 2016

An efficient Compensation and Benefits management system is necessary for every
company to attract, motivate and retain employees. Yet companies are often challenged to
maintain a compensation system that balances internal equity with external competitiveness
and is also aligned to the total strategic intent of the organisation.

For details, please click on: http://hrsingapore.net/compensation/
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